
	 	 	

PRESS RELEASE 
 
ISEC7 CEO Marco Gocht to Deliver Industry Insights for Mobile 
IT at the Enterprise Mobility Summit 2018 in Frankfurt 
 
Mobile Security and Business Process Modernization to be Focused Topics in Booth 2 
 
Hamburg, October 5, 2018 – The 6th Enterprise Mobility Summit will soon start in Frankfurt 
am Main, Germany: On October 18th and 19th, leading enterprise mobility community 
experts will discuss about enterprise mobility strategies, business process mobilization and 
cyber security challenges. The enterprise mobility expert from Hamburg, Marco Gocht, will 
be talking about the perfect play of unified endpoint management (UEM) & Microsoft 
technologies, as well as, security challenges with mobile IT. 
 
Marco Gocht, CEO ISEC7, explains: "Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) is the standard 
these days.  Customers are challenged with managing legacy and siloed tools, and we are 
helping them move to the next level. At ISEC7, we see two big trends - Mobile Security and 
Business Process Mobilization – we are committed to delivering solutions for growth and 
efficiency." 
 
Enterprise mobility is one of the most important enablers for modern business processes 
and is at the top of the CIOs’ agendas. It is not only a matter of interlinking employees, 
customers and suppliers in all process chains, but also of successfully implementing new 
innovations, such as IoT and wearables. 
 
Marco Gocht will speak about “Perfect Integration of BlackBerry & Microsoft Technologies 
for Management, Apps and Security”. The lecture will take place on October 18th. During 
the Summit, ISEC7 will be represented at booth 2.  ISEC7 executives Marco Gocht, Manuel 
Sosna and BlackBerry representatives will be available for interviews.  To schedule a 
meeting, go to	https://www.isec7.com/english/news/events/. Further event information is 
accessible on the website: www.em-summit.de.  
 
ISEC7 has been a strategic and global BlackBerry partner since 2003, delivering services, 
software solutions and support for the BlackBerry mobility platform to more than 1,300 
business customers. As one of the first international partners, the company was awarded 
the Platinum Partner Status of the BlackBerry Enterprise Partner Program in 2016 and has 
just been recognized by BlackBerry as one of the leading partners in EMEA in London and 
New York. During the BlackBerry Security Summits ISEC7 received three awards including 
“Top Innovation” and “Americas Top Developer Responsiveness Award” in the ISV category 
and “Top Specialist” in the channel partner category.   
 
With more than 16 years of experience in developing, implementing and operating mobile 
infrastructures, ISEC7 experts work side by side with clients to define mobile strategies, 
analyze existing organizational processes and assist with the implementation of mobile 
technologies.   
 



	 	 	

 
About ISEC7 Group  
The ISEC7 Group (www.isec7.com) is a global provider of mobile business services and 
software solutions. The company was one of the first movers to mobilize company and 
business processes. Today, ISEC7 has numerous renowned companies and governmental 
organizations as committed customers. The company continually invests in the evaluation 
and development of new technologies. ISEC7 solutions have proven to be ground-
breaking in the mobility sector, including:  ISEC7 EMM Suite, ISEC7 Mobile Exchange 
Delegate, ISEC7 Mobility for SAP and ISEC7 Mobility Cloud. ISEC7 was founded in 
Hamburg/Germany in 2003. The company operates globally with offices in Germany, UK, 
USA and Australia. 
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